APPLY FOR AN ADVENTURE AT
adventure.oa-bsa.org.
OA TRAIL CREW
This two-week expedition at Philmont is literally a mountaintop experience. Blaze new trails during a week of service. Then experience Philmont and the OA like never before. Ages 16–20

WILDERNESS VOYAGE
Experience the wilds of Wilderness Adventure. Explore the waterways of the north woods. Rebuild centuries-old trails and live the virtues of the OA. Ages 16–20

CANADIAN ODYSSEY
OA service goes international in the Ontario wilds. Embark on the odyssey of a lifetime, transcending borders and the spirit of the Order. Ages 16–20

OCEAN ADVENTURE
Work on historic restoration and conservation projects around one of America’s largest fortifications, Fort Jefferson within the pristine Dry Tortugas National Park. Ages 16–20

OA SUMMIT EXPERIENCE
Explore the Summit and provide service to the New River Gorge National River. Experience rafting and zip lines while building bonds of brotherhood. Ages 14–17

Only $325 FOR THIS TWO-WEEK ADVENTURE
Only $200 FOR THIS TWO-WEEK ADVENTURE
Only $200 FOR THIS TWO-WEEK ADVENTURE
Only $500 FOR THIS NINE-DAY ADVENTURE
Only $275 FOR THIS EIGHT-DAY ADVENTURE

APPLY FOR AN ADVENTURE AT ADVENTURE.OA-BSA.ORG.